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ABSTRACT:
Hate speech is spreading not only on social media, but also in the comments of online media news sites. Different
ways of presenting news trigger different, sometimes inappropriate, responses from target audiences. The objectives
of the project are to automatically detect hate speech in several languages, to identify triggers, to recommend
effective counter narratives, and to propose policies to the European communication regulators.
The consortium consists of top research teams in the areas of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning
(JSI),misinformation spreading (UNIVE), and hate speech counter narratives (UCY). Effective deployment and longterms sustainability will be ensured by an experienced SME (Textgain). The policies proposed will be disseminated to
the European Regulators Group (ERGA), where the Italian communication regulator (AGCOM) is heading a task force.
The technical part of the project is data-driven. We closely collaborate with two prime national media and collect
online content in Italian (Corriere della Sera) and Slovenian (RTV SLO public TV). We will also include English and Dutch
social media contents from Twitter, Instagram, and Reddit. The data will be manually annotated for types of hate
speech, and quality carefully controlled. We will develop hate speech models by applying advanced machine learning
methods. The models will be deployed in online settings and used to analyze the large amounts of data already
collected. This will allow to analyze mechanisms and trends in hate speech, and identify different types of triggers. We
will conduct a pilot study on possible counter narratives and develop recommendations.
The dissemination activities of the project will target European regulators (ERGA), online media companies and
journalists, and the scientific community. We will organize training activities for civil servants and journalists. There
will be a communication campaign to raise awareness among the general public and youth.
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